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Theme: BTG Project Lifecycle

09:15 Welcome from Dr Leo Caves

Madeleine Rooney and Tanya Kay
Strathclyde University

Position in BTG Project Lifecycle

Professor Chris Care and Professor Nicola Woodroffe
Sheffield Hallam University

End stage

10:30 Coffee

Professor Katie Williams and Dr Danielle Sinnette
University of West of England

Starting out

Professor Peter Ashwin and Dr Helen Butler
University of Exeter

Starting out

Dr Rebecca Hoyle and Ellen Dowell
University of Surrey

Starting out

Professor Alicia El Haj
Keele University

End stage

Dr Kedar Pandya and Samantha Madden
Latest EPSRC perspective on BTG funding

12:30 Lunch

13:30 Reflections on Lifecycle of BTG funded projects

Professor Rob Dorey and Dr Paul Jones
Cranfield University

One year in

Dr Martyn Amos and Dr Naomi Jacobs
Manchester Metropolitan University

Mid way

14:45 Coffee

Professor Doug Saddy and Dr Kelly Sloan
University of Reading

End stage

Dr Leo Caves
York

End stage

Reflection and Synthesis of the meeting, including identification of thematic strands

16:30 Close